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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces popular algorithmic paradigms for cir-

cuit placement, presents Goto’s classical placement frame-

work based on the generalized force directed relaxation (GFDR)

method with an optimal region (OR) formulation and its

impacts on modern circuit placement and applications, and

provides future placement research directions based on the

GFDR and OR formulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The placement problem is to assign circuit modules (e.g.,

standard cells, macros, etc.) to desired positions on the

chip, such that no two modules overlap with each other and

some predefined cost metric (e.g., wirelength, routability,

timing) is optimized; Figure 1 illustrates a placement in-

stance, where interconnections among circuit modules are

not shown. Placement is a major step in physical design,

which plays a pivotal role in determining the final quality

of a circuit design. As such, placement has been studied for

several decades since the early days of integrated circuit de-

signs. Recently, it has attracted much more attention than
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ever, due mainly to the dramatic growth in design complex-

ity and many emerging technology challenges.
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․Placement: assign cells to positions on the chip, such 
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and some cost function (e.g., wirelength) is optimized.

․A major step in physical design that has been studied for 
40+ years.
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 Is still far away from optimal??
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Figure 1: The circuit placement problem.

There are three major algorithmic paradigms for circuit

placement [12, 15]: (1) constructive approach: once the po-

sition of a module is fixed, it is not changed anymore (for ex-

ample, cluster growth, min-cut partitioning, quadratic place-

ment, etc.), (2) iterative approach: intermediate placements

are modified to improve the solution quality until some ter-

mination conditions are met (for example, force-directed

method, etc.), and (3) nondeterministic approach: a placer

may behave differently from run to run (say, based on a

probabilistic formulation), even for the same input (for ex-

ample, simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, etc.). The

three types of approaches can be combined to further im-

prove placement solutions; for example, an initial placement

can be obtained by a constructive approach, followed by it-

erative improvement to enhance the placement, and further

refined by simulated annealing to get the final placement.

Professor Satoshi Goto’s 1981 paper [6] is an influential

milestone work on circuit placement, which elegantly com-

bines two algorithmic paradigms with a constructive initial

placement followed by iterative improvement to obtain an ef-

fective and efficient placement framework. The initial place-

ment, called sub-optimum random generation (SORG), se-

quentially selects unplaced modules according to their con-

nectivity to other modules and places them in desired po-

sitions to minimize the total wirelength. The iterative im-

provement, called generalized force-directed relaxation (GFDR),

repeatedly interchanges a set of modules to minimize the to-

tal wirelength.

Besides demonstrating an important breakthrough in place-

ment techniques, it exemplifies a well-written, influential

paper that combines both theoretical and empirical ingre-
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dients. Circuit placement is an NP-complete problem that

had already been explored by many researchers in both in-

dustry and academia by 1981 [12, 15]. Professor Goto shows

in his paper the then surprising theoretical finding that the

optimal region (OR) for a module to achieve the minimum

wirelength can be computed by an efficient median formu-

lation. This is an exciting work where a solid theory and

its practical benefits can be achieved simultaneously. As a

result, its impacts is profound and long-lasting—the tech-

nique is not only well adopted in industry (like NEC), but is

incorporated into even well-known modern placers such as

FastPlace [11], mPL [1], NTUplace [3, 7], and POLAR [9].

In this article, we review Goto’s OR- and GFDR-based

classical placement framework and explain its impacts on

modern circuit placement and applications. With their great

success in modern placement, we further discuss potential

future research directions based on the OR and GFDR for-

mulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 re-

views the OR formulation and the GFDR method, and also

discusses their applications to modern placement. Section 3

explores future research directions based on the techniques

presented in [6]. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 4.

2. OPTIMAL REGIONS AND GENERALIZED
FORCE-DIRECTED RELAXATION

We first review the two key techniques presented in the

pioneering work [6] and then address their applications to

modern placement.

2.1 Optimal Region
For a set of nets and other modules connecting to a mod-

ule mi, the optimal region for mi is defined as the region

for placing mi with the minimum total wirelength, with all

the other modules being fixed. The optimal region can be

found based on the median formulation proposed in [6]; see

Figure 2 for an illustration. We follow the notations in [13]

for easier presentation. Let Ei = {ei,1, ei,2, ..., ei,ni} be the

set of ni nets connecting to mi. Assume that pins are lo-

cated in the centers of modules. For each net ei,j ∈ Ei, we

define the bounding box of ei,j as the minimum enclosing

rectangle of all pins for ei,j , excluding the module mi. Let

xei,j ,l, xei,j ,u, yei,j ,l, and yei,j ,u be the respective left, right,

lower, and upper boundaries of the bounding box of ei,j . Let

X̃i =
〈
x̃i,1, x̃i,2, ..., x̃i,2ni

〉
be the sorted sequence of the x-

boundaries {xei,1,l, xei,1,u, xei,2,l, xei,2,u, ..., xi,ni,l, xei,ni
,u},

and Ỹi =
〈
ỹi,1, ỹi,2, ..., ỹi,2ni

〉
the sorted sequence of the y-

boundaries {yei,1,l, yei,1,u, yei,2,l, yei,2,u, ..., yei,ni
,l, yei,ni

,u}.
The optimal x and y coordinates of mi can be obtained by

solving the following optimization problem:

min

2ni∑
j=1

|xi − x̃i,j |+
2ni∑
j=1

|yi − ỹi,j | . (1)

The optimal solution for Equation (1) can be solved by find-

ing the medians of X̃i and Ỹi. Because both X̃i and Ỹi con-

tain even members, both the medians of X̃i and Ỹi can be

the optimal solutions, which form the left, right, lower, and

upper boundaries for the optimal region of mi.
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Figure 2: Optimal region computation for a module
mi, assuming that pins are located in the centers of
modules.

2.2 Generalized Force Directed Relaxation
After an initial placement is obtained, the work [6] em-

ploys an iterative scheme to improve the objective based on

the concepts of ε-neighborhood and λ-exchange. Fixing all

other modules in their current positions, we can compute

the optimal region for module m based on the formulation

presented in Section 2.1. Suppose the optimal location of the

module m is bin (s, t). Then, modules located at bin (i, j),

where |i − s| + |j − t| ≤ ε, are called ε-neighbors of mod-

ule m. For the example shown in Figure 3, the 1-neighbors

of module A are {B,C,D,E, F} if the optimal location of

module A is occupied by module B.

Starting from a modulem, GFDR computes the ε-neighbors

of m, and for each ε-neighbor of m, GFDR further computes

its ε-neighbors, and so on. For example, Figure 3 illustrates

the exchange sequence with ε = 1 and λ = 3 (three modules

for such exchanges): A → B → J → A by moving module

A to B’s bin, module B to J ’s bin, and module J to A’s

bin. All module exchange sequences with ε = 1 and λ = 3

are explored during the iterative improvement process, and

the sequence with the minimum total wirelength is selected,

or no exchange is performed if we cannot find an exchange

sequence with a smaller wirelength.

2.3 Applications to Modern Placement
A modern chip could contain tens of millions of modules

(standard cells). To handle this high design complexity,

modern placement typically consists of three major stages:

(1) global placement, (2) legalization, and (3) detailed place-

ment. See Figure 4 for an illustration. Global placement

computes the best position for each module to minimize

the cost (e.g., wirelength), while ignoring module overlaps.

Then, legalization places modules into desired positions and
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Figure 3: Trial interchange of modules with ε-
neighborhood.

removes all overlaps among the modules. Finally, detailed

placement further refines the module positions to obtain the

final solution.
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Popular Placement Flow

Global Placement
(GP)

Legalization
(LG)

Detailed Placement
(DP)

Computes the best position 
for each block to minimize 
the cost (e.g., wirelength), 
ignoring block overlaps

Removes all overlaps 
among blocks

Refines the solution

․Chen, et al., “A high quality analytical placer considering preplaced 
blocks and density constraint,“ ICCAD-06 (TCAD-08)

Figure 4: The modern placement flow typically con-
sists of three stages: global placement, legalization,
and detailed placement.

Even though the methods of ORs and GFDR were devel-

oped more than three decades ago, these methods are still

pervasively used in modern placement algorithms. The fol-

lowing subsections just give several of such examples.

2.3.1 Applications of the Optimal Regions
FastPlace performs three types of module swaps to refine

its placement solutions during its detailed placement stage:

global swap, vertical swap, and local reordering [11]. The

underlying idea of global swap is to find the optimal region

for a module mi in the placement region and swap mi with

another module mj or a space in the optimal region to min-

imize the wirelength. A gain function is defined to choose

the most profitable one among potential multiple modules

or spaces in the optimal region.

Tseng, Chang, and Liu presented a detailed placement

algorithm to handle the minimum-implant-area (MIA) con-

straint [13], where MIA-violating modules of the same thresh-

old voltage are clustered in their optimal regions, and then

an existing detailed placement algorithm is applied to deal

with the cluster-based placement problem. This way the al-

gorithm can simultaneously solve MIA violations while min-

imizing the wirelength. They extend the concept of the

optimal region presented in [6] to placement with clusters

of modules, called the cluster-based optimal region, to find

the minimum wirelength region for a cluster. For a cluster

u` = {c1, c2, ..., cnu`
} with nu` modules, the optimization

problem of finding the cluster-based optimal region is given

as follows:

min

nu∑̀
i=1

2ni∑
j=1

|xi − x̃i,j |+
nu∑̀
i=1

2ni∑
j=1

|yi − ỹi,j | . (2)

Unlike Equation (1) that determines the position of a mod-

ule alone, Equation (2) contains multiple variables for both

x and y coordinates for modules in a cluster. The work [13]

further extends the median idea to determining the location

of a seed module in a cluster and then placing the remaining

modules accordingly, based on their relative positions to the

seed module.

2.3.2 Applications of Generalized Force-Directed Re-
laxation

The work [1] presents a multilevel optimization for large-

scale circuit placement, where a placement region is parti-

tioned into a set of regular bins. At each level of refine-

ment, this work locally permutes modules in a small sub-

set of bins to improve the total wirelength. This work re-

vises the ε-neighborhood, λ-exchange procedure as follows.

Starting from a module m, the revised scheme computes its

ε-neighbors and randomly selects one module, and for this

newly selected module, this scheme further computes its ε-

neighbors; this process is repeated until λ modules are se-

lected. For these λ modules, the scheme tries all placement

permutations and selects the permutation with the small-

est wirelngth for real exchange. For example, if modules

A,B, J are selected, all six permutations will be considered:

no exchange, A ↔ B, A ↔ J , B ↔ J , A → B → J → A,

A→ J → B → A. The authors claimed to find superior so-

lutions to those by the original work [6]. The POLAR placer

also extends the GFDR framework in its density preserving

refinement process [9].

3. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Although placement is a classical problem, modern de-

sign challenges have reshaped the problem. The modern

placement problem becomes very complicated mainly be-

cause of many emerging challenges with the following four

aspects: (1) design scalability: handle ultra large-scale de-

signs for modern applications; (2) multi-objective require-

ments: consider multiple placement constraints simultane-

ously, such as preplaced blockages, routability, timing, reli-
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ability, co-design with other circuit components (clock net-

works, power/ground networks), etc.; (3) heterogeneous cir-

cuit components: tackle standard cells of different heights,

mixed-sized designs with thousands of big macros together

with tens of millions of standard cells, heterogeneous circuit

components in an FPGA, etc.; and (4) emerging technolo-

gies: handle 3D placement, discrete FinFET-based place-

ment, manufacturability-aware placement, etc. As a result,

modern placement problems have attracted much research

attention recently. We believe that the methods of the OR

and GFDR will still play an important role in modern and

future placement problems. In the following subsections, we

present some potential research directions for modern place-

ment with these challenges.

Y.-W. Chang

Modern Placement (ICT, etc.) Challenges

Scalability Multi-objective

Heterogeneity Technology

Figure 5: Major current and future circuit place-
ment challenges.

3.1 Multi-Cell-Height Placement
For modern circuit designs, standard-cell libraries might

contain cells of different heights, say, single-row-height cells,

double-row-height cells, etc. Higher cells provide greater

drive strengths at the cost of larger areas and power. Such

mixed-cell-height cells incur complicated challenges for place-

ment, because of the heterogeneity in cell dimensions [5,

10, 14]. As illustrated in Figure 6, mixed-cell-height place-

ment shall consider standard cells of different cell heights

and power-rail alignment as well. For an odd-row-height

cell, such alignment can be achieved also by vertical cell

flipping, while there are two types of an even-row-height cell

with either VDD or VSS running along its top and bottom

boundaries. The mixed-cell-height placement incurs new

challenges for the computation of the ORs and thus force-

directed relaxation, and its bin selection from ε-neighbors

as well, especially when additional design constraints (e.g.,

the minimum implant area) need to be addressed simulta-

neously.

3.2 Mixed-Size Placement
A modern chip could contains thousands of big macros

(due to IP modules, embedded memory modules, analog

modules, etc.) and tens of millions of small standard cells,

which significantly differ in both sizes and shapes. Figure 7

A

C
D

VDD

VDD

VDD

VSS

VSS

VDD
VSS
VDD
VSS

(a) (b)

A

B
B C D

A B C D

Figure 6: Mixed-cell-height placement shall consider
standard cells of different heights and power-rail
alignment.

shows two instances of mixed-size placements with large

macros, with a single macro hierarchy (single-domain mixed-

size placement in Figure 7(a)) and multiple macro hierar-

chies (multi-domain mixed-size placement in Figure 7(b))

with region constraints.

Pre-designed macros typically preserve multiple metal lay-

ers for interior routing, and these regions could become block-

ages during routing. Consequently, macros have a significant

impact on chip routability. Further, the optimal regions and

thus force-directed relaxation would be significantly differ-

ent from a design with standard cells alone. So a mod-

ern placer should be capable of handling macro orientations

and positions and capturing the interactions between big

macros and small standard cells to derive accurate models

for the optimal region computation and ε-neighbor selection

for placement optimization.

1

Mixed-size Placement

(a) (b) 

Figure 7: Mixed-size placements with large macros.
(a) Single-domain mixed-size placement. (b) Multi-
domain mixed-size placement with region con-
straints.

3.3 Routability/Timing-Driven Placement
Traditional placement relies on total wirelength minimiza-

tion to obtain better circuit performance and smaller lay-

out area. However, there is a mismatch between wirelength

and congestion objectives in placement. See Figure 8 for

the dramatically different behaviors with wirelength- and

routability-driven placements. A wirelength-driven placer

(NTUplace3 [3]) packs standard cells closer to minimize the

total wirelength (see Figure 8(a)), incurring significant rout-

ing congestion violations (see Figure 8(b)). In contrast, a

routability-driven placer (NTUplace4 [7]) spreads standard
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cells over the chip to achieve better routability at the cost of

longer total wirelength (Figures 8(c) and (d)). The original

OR and ε-neighborhood formulations are intended for wire-

length optimization alone. It is thus desirable to develop

a routabilty-driven OR formulation and its corresponding

force-directed relaxation scheme to optimize routabilty and

wirelength simultaneously.

Timing optimization during placement is critical to high-

speed circuit designs. Traditional placement algorithms of-

ten try to achieve the timing goal via wirelength minimiza-

tion. Nevertheless, there is a gap between wirelength and

actual delay, so many methods have been proposed to over-

come this challenge. Existing timing-driven placement algo-

rithms can be classified into two major categories: (1) path-

based and (2) net-based methods [2]. Net-based methods are

much more popular because the prohibitive exponentially-

growing number of timing paths for the path-based methods.

The net-based method converts the timing constraint of each

path into net weights. For a placement algorithm with the

OR and ε-neighborhood formulation, such net weight model-

ing is crucial for developing a timing optimization technique

with high accuracy, low complexity, and good controllability.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 8: Dramatically different behaviors with
wirelength- and routability-driven placements on
the circuit sb12. (a) Wirelength-driven placed lay-
out. (b) Congestion map for the wirelength-driven
placed layout. (c) Routability-driven placed layout.
(d) Congestion map for the routability-driven placed
layout.

3.4 FinFET Self-Heating-Aware Placement
With their lower threshold voltage and smaller dynamic

current leakage than those of traditional planar devices, Fin-

FETs have emerged as a popular 3D transistor technology

for circuit designs at the 22nm node and beyond [8]. The

number of fins in a FinFET transistor plays a key role in

determining its circuit performance and the self-heating ef-

fect caused by fingers is getting more severe, due mainly to

the low thermal conductivity of buried oxide and interlayer

dielectric materials and its compacted 3D device geometry.

As a result, the self heating could significantly cause perfor-

mance and reliability degradation. The self-heating effect is

more dominant between fins and fins than that between de-

vices and devices [16, 17]; see Figure 9 for an illustration. So

a device itself acts like a thermal source. It is thus desirable

to consider placement of such thermal sources to reduce the

self-heating effect for designs with the FinFET technology.

To handle the self-heating-aware placement problem, it is of

particular importance to develop an effective model of the

thermally optimal region and incorporate such a model into

an effective placement framework to achieve desired solution

quality.

gate

fin

strong effect

weak effect

Figure 9: Self-heating effect inside a FinFET device
and between two FinFET devices. The effect is more
dominant between fins and fins than that between
devices and devices.

3.5 FPGA Placement
A traditional symmetrical-array-based FPGA contains a

two-dimensional array of configurable logic blocks (CLBs)

surrounded by general routing resources and bounded by

I/O blocks [4]. A modern FPGA often consists of com-

plex heterogenous blocks, such as RAMs and DSPs, widely

used to implement various circuit applications effectively.

These complex blocks often contain datapath-intensive cir-

cuits. It is desirable to develop novel techniques to han-

dle large-scale heterogeneous FPGAs placement with issues

on heterogeneity, datapath regularity, and scalability. Ob-

viously, any methods involving the ORs and force-directed

relaxation would need to be revised to address the unique

problems induced from the heterogeneous FPGA structures.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This article has introduced popular algorithmic paradigms

for circuit placement. The classical, yet effective GFDR

method and the OR formulation for finding desired place-

ment solutions have then been presented. We have also dis-

cussed their impacts on modern placement and applications.

Finally, we have further provided future placement research

directions associated with the OR and GFDR formulations.
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Switch Switch

(b)

CLB
IOB

RAM

DSP

(a)

Figure 10: An FPGA architecture with heteroge-
neous circuit components (CLBs, IOBs, RAMs, and
DSPs) and segmented routing structures.

A significant role of the OR and GFDR formulations for

future placement problems is well expected.
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